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Payton Starke CSSA Liaison  

It was so exciting being able to have the meeting on our campus. Instead of the plenary being a 

two day event as usual, we were able to cram everything into one day. This caused the meeting 

to be shorter than usual and less information was shared.    

Civic Engagement 

During Civic engagement, we talked about the importance of having gubernatorial events on 

our campuses. We want them to know that students are very important. Something that may 

be a potential challenge is the fact that the students terms are almost up so anything they are 

working on will have to be put on the next group.   

Social Justice & Equity  

There seems to be many internal problems with this committee. They hope to change a lot of 

this within the CSSA constitution. This Committee once again did not meet quorum.  

For more information about SJEC contact Dulce Ramirez.  

University Affairs   

During University Affairs we talked about how some schools are not prepared for an active 

shooter situation. We talked about some possible solutions for the schools including updating 

training procedures and a system that lets students know what is going on.  

For more information about university affairs, contact Michael Pratt.  

Internal Affairs 

During this committee they were able to change the election policy which will change the CSSA 

elections timeline.   

For more information about Internal Affairs, contact Alana Lim.  

Legislative Affairs  

Legislative Affairs was able to support AB 1896, AB 1895, AB 1858, AB 1894, AB 1887, AB 2070, 

SB 968, AB 1004, SB 940, AB 1936, AB 2477, AB 3153, SB 346, SB 1275, and AB 1471. They also 

voted to a not support stance on AB 2248.   

For more information about legislative affairs, contact Marcos Montes.  

Board of Directors   
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During Board of directors, they approved the students trustee nomination policy change, 

elections policy change, and approved all state bills recommended by legislative affairs.  

For more information about Board of Directors, contact Alana Lim. 
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